For random graphs distributed according to stochastic blockmodels, a special case of latent position graphs, adjacency spectral embedding followed by appropriate vertex classification is asymptotically Bayes optimal; but this approach requires knowledge of and critically depends on the model dimension. In this paper, we propose a sparse representation vertex classifier which does not require information about the model dimension. This classifier represents a test vertex as a sparse combination of the vertices in the training set and uses the recovered coefficients to classify the test vertex. We prove consistency of our proposed classifier for stochastic blockmodels, and demonstrate that the sparse representation classifier can predict vertex labels with higher accuracy than adjacency spectral embedding approaches via both simulation studies and real data experiments. Our results demonstrate the robustness and effectiveness of our proposed vertex classifier when the model dimension is unknown.
INTRODUCTION
M ODERN datasets have been collected with complex structures which contain interacting objects. Depending on the field of interest, such as sociology, biochemistry, or neuroscience, the objects can be people, organizations, genes, or neurons, and the interacting linkages can be communications, organizational positions, protein interactions, or synapses. Many useful models imply that objects sharing a "class" attribute have similar connectivity structures. Graphs are one useful and appropriate tool to describe such datasets-the objects are denoted by vertices and the linkages are denoted by edges. One interesting task on such datasets is vertex classification: determination of the class labels of the vertices. For instance, we may wish to classify whether a neuron is a motor neuron or a sensory neuron, or whether a person in a social network is liberal or conservative.
In many applications, measured edge activity can be inaccurate, either missing or absolutely wrong, which leads to contaminated datasets. When the connectivity among a collection of vertices is invisible, occlusion contamination occurs. When we wrongly observe the connectivity among a collection of vertices, linkage reversion contamination occurs. The spectral embedding method on the adjacency matrix has been shown to be a valuable tool for performing inference on graphs realized from a stochastic blockmodel (SBM) [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . One major issue is that such a method critically depends on a known model dimension, which is often unknown in practice. Moreover, for highly occluded graphs, classification composed with the spectral embedding method degrades in performance.
This motivates us to propose a vertex classifier that does not require knowledge of the model dimension, yet achieves good performance for highly contaminated graphs. In this work, we apply the sparse representation classifier (SRC) [5] , [6] , [7] to do vertex classification on graph data, which performs well in object recognition with contamination and does not require dimension selection. In particular, we provide both theoretical performance guarantee of this classifier for the stochastic blockmodel, and its numerical advantages via simulations and various real graph datasets. Furthermore, the proposed classifier maintains low misclassification error under both occlusion and linkage reversion contamination. This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we provide background on the classification framework, review the latent position model (LPM) and the stochastic blockmodel, and present the vertex classification framework. In Section 3, we describe the motivation for investigating robust vertex classification, and propose two contamination models on stochastic blockmodels. In Section 4, we propose a sparse representation classifier for vertex classification and prove consistency of our proposed classifier for the stochastic blockmodel under certain condition on the model parameters. In Section 5, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed classifier via both simulated and real data experiments. In Section 6, we discuss the practical advantages of applying sparse representation classifier to graphs. All theoretical proofs are in the supplementary material, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http:// doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TPAMI.2015.2456913. priors and let g : R d ! ½K provide one's guess of Y given X, for which g is a classifier. We intend to classify a test observation X -that is, estimate its true but unknown label Y via gðXÞ. An error occurs when gðXÞ 6 ¼ Y , and the probability of error is denoted by LðgÞ ¼ P ðgðXÞ 6 ¼ Y Þ. The optimal classifier is defined by g Ã ¼ arg min g:R d !½K P ðgðXÞ 6 ¼ Y Þ, which is the Bayes classifier achieving the minimum possible error. In the classical setting of supervised learning, we observe training data T n ¼ fðX 1 ; Y 1 Þ; . . . ; ðX n ; Y n Þg $ iid F XY .
The performance of g n is measured by the conditional probability of error defined by L n ¼ Lðg n Þ ¼ P ðg n ðX; T n Þ 6 ¼ Y jT n Þ;
for a sequence of classifiers fg n ; n ! 1g. The sequence of classifiers is consistent if lim n!1 L n ! L Ã as n ! 1; and it is universally consistent if lim n!1 L n ¼ L Ã with probability 1 for any distribution F XY [8] .
Vertex Classification in the Random Graph Setting
This supervised learning framework is adapted for the setting of random graphs. A graph is a pair G ¼ ðV; EÞ consisting of a set of vertices or nodes V ¼ ½n ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; ng and a set of edges E & ð ½n 2 Þ. In this work, we assume that all graphs are simple; that is, the graphs are undirected, unweighted, and non-loopy. The adjacency matrix of G, denoted by A, is n-by-n symmetric, binary, and hollow, i.e., the diagonals of A are all zeros. Each entry A uv ¼ A vu ¼ 1, if there is an edge between vertices u and v; A uv ¼ 0 otherwise [9] . A random graph is a graph-valued random variable G : V ! G n , where V denotes the probability space, and G n the collection of all possible 2 n 2 ð Þ graphs on V ¼ ½n. For instance, one frequently occurring random graph model is the so-called Erdos-Renyi graph, ERðn; pÞ, in which each pair of vertices has an edge independently with probability p [10] .
Our exploitation task is vertex classification. We observe the adjacency matrix A 2 f0; 1g ðnþ1ÞÂðnþ1Þ on n þ 1 vertices fv 1 ; . . . ; v n ; vg and the class labels Y i 2 ½K associated with the first n vertices. Our goal is to estimate the class label Y of the test vertex v via a classifier g : f0; 1g ðnþ1ÞÂðnþ1Þ ! ½K such that the probability of error P ðgðAÞ 6 ¼ Y Þ is small.
Related Work and Definitions
In our setting, we describe the stochastic blockmodel and vertex classification from the perspective of a latent position graph framework. Hoff et al. [11] proposed a latent position graph model. In this model, each vertex v is associated with an unobserved latent random vector X v drawn independently from a specified distribution F on R d . The adjacency matrix entries A uv jðX u ; X v Þ $ BernoulliðlðX u ; X v ÞÞ are conditionally independent, where l : R d Â R d ! ½0; 1 is the link function. The random dot product graph model proposed in [12] is a special case of the latent position model, where the link function lðX u ; X v Þ is the inner product of latent positions, lðX u ; X v Þ ¼ hX u ; X v i. For the purpose of theoretical analysis and simulation in this paper, we mainly consider the stochastic blockmodel introduced in [13] , which is a random graph model with a set of n vertices randomly drawn from K block memberships. Conditioned on the K-partition, edges between all the pairs of vertices are independent Bernoulli trials with parameters determined by the block memberships.
Below we formally present the definitions of the latent position model and the stochastic blockmodel, which provide the framework for our exploitation task of vertex classification.
Definition 1 (Latent position model). Let F be a distribution on ½0; 1, X 1 ; . . . ; X n $ iid F , and define Z :¼ ½X 1 ; . . . ; X n T 2 R nÂd . Suppose rankðZÞ ¼ d, and denote P 2 ½0; 1 nÂn as the communication probability matrix, where each entry P ij is the probability that there is an edge between vertices i, j conditioned on X i and X j . Let A 2 f0; 1g nÂn be the random adjacency matrix. Then ðZ; AÞ $ LPMðF Þ if and only if the following conditional independence relationship holds:
The X 0 i s are the latent positions for the model, and the rank of the communication probability matrix P satisfies rankðPÞ d. 
Note that SBM is a special case of LPM, because the latent positions of an SBM are mixtures of the point masses, which are the eigenvectors of B. The unknown latent positions X i and X j of vertices i, j determine their memberships Y i and Y j . And for vertex classification on SBM, the Bayes error L Ã ¼ 0 [1] . A;d , for 1 d n. We denote the method of adjacency spectral embedding to dimensiond as ASEd.
Many techniques have been developed to infer the latent positions via the realized adjacency matrix. Bickel et al. [14] used subgraph counts and degree distributions to consistently estimate stochastic blockmodels. Sussman et al. [1] proved the consistency of spectral partitioning on the adjacency matrix of stochastic blockmodels. Rohe et al. [15] proved a consistent spectral partitioning procedure on the Laplacian of the stochastic blockmodels. Fishkind et al. [2] showed the consistency of adjacency spectral partitioning, when the model parameters are unknown. Athreya et al. [16] proved a central limit theorem for the adjacency spectral embedding of stochastic blockmodels.
In the area of clustering and classification, there exists intensive works regarding unsupervised learning for graph data [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] and [23] ; as well as supervised learning, such as [3] , [24] , [25] for vertex classification, and [26] and [27] for vertex nomination.
Our task in this paper is vertex classification. However, we do not and can not observe the latent positions X 1 ; . . . ; X n ; X; otherwise, we are back in the classical setting of supervised learning. We assume that the class-conditional density X i jY i ¼ k $ f k with class priors p as before, that is,
p j f j ðxÞ . We denote the test vertex as v whose latent position is X, and we shall assume that we do not observe the label Y .
MOTIVATION
Our motivation for proposing a robust vertex classifier comes from asking the question: how well can vertex classifiers perform when model assumptions do not hold. If the model dimension d is known or can be estimated correctly, ASE d consistently estimates the latent positions for SBM [1] . Fig. 1 presents an example of ASE d , where vertices from two classes are well separated in the embedded space. A subsequent k-nearest neighbor (kNN) classifier on ASE d is universally consistent for SBM [3] . That means regardless of what distribution the latent positions are drawn from, kNNASE d achieves the Bayes error L Ã asymptotically as k ! 1, n ! 1 and k=n ! 0. In particular, for stochastic blockmodels, 1NNASE d is asymptotically Bayes optimal [1] .
Athreya et al. [16] proved a central limit theorem that for K-block and d-dimensional SBM,Ẑ d via ASE d is distributed asymptotically as a K-mixture of d-variate normal with covariance matrices of order 1 n . This asymptotic result holds true for any constant K, any finite d, all but finitely many n, and does not require equal number of vertices per partition. This result implies that quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) on the represented dataẐ d of stochastic blockmodels are asymptotic Bayes plug-in classifiers, while LDA requires a fewer number of parameters to fit. Hence in our analysis, we employ two consistent classifiers 1NNASE d and LDAASE d for vertex classification on stochastic blockmodels. Importantly, having information on the model dimension d is critical to adjacency spectral approaches. When d is given, ASE d is consistent, and 1NNASE d , LDAASE d are asymptotically Bayes optimal. When d is not known, Sussman et al. [1] estimates d via a consistent estimator. However, for the consistent estimator to be accurate, the required number of vertices n will depend highly on the graph density, and increases rapidly as the expected graph density decreases. Fishkind et al. [2] shows that if we pick a positive integerd ! d, then ASEd is still consistent as n ! 1. However, for a finite number of vertices, 1NNASEd and LDAASEd degrade significantly in performance compared to 1NNASE d and LDAASE d . Moreover their performance on real data can be very sensitive to the choice of embedding dimension. Our focus is on removing the need to know the model dimension d and still maintaining low error rate for vertex classification, so the classification procedure can be robust and suitable for practical inference when the model assumptions do not hold.
Contamination Procedures
To assess the robustness of the vertex classifiers for stochastic blockmodels, we propose two scenarios of contamination that change the model dimension of SBM. Suppose the uncontaminated graph model G un is a stochastic blockmodel G un $ SBMð½n; B un ; p un Þ. Denote the communication probability matrix of G un as P un . We can write P un ¼ Z un Z T un , where Z un is the latent positions of the uncontaminated model [1] , and suppose rankðB un Þ ¼ d. Denote by d i ðMÞ the i-th largest singular value of a matrix M.
Contamination I: The Occlusion Model
Let p o 2 ½0; 1 denote the occlusion rate. We randomly select ð100p o Þ percent vertices out of the n vertices and set the probability of connectivity among the selected vertices to be 0. In this scenario, the probability of connectivity between the contaminated vertices and the uncontaminated vertices remains the same as in G un . This occlusion procedure can be formulated as a stochastic blockmodel G occ with the following parameters:
Denote the communication probability matrix of G occ by P occ . It always holds that 1 ðP occ Þ 1 ðP un Þ n, and it almost always holds that rankðB occ Þ ¼ rankðP occ Þ ¼ 2d. That is, the true model dimension of the occluded graph is 2d instead of d. The proofs to the above claims are provided in the supplementary material, available online. Both B occ and P occ have d positive and d negative eigenvalues, where the d negative eigenvalues are due to occlusion contamination. The number of blocks in the contaminated model G occ rises to 2 K, where K blocks correspond to ð1 À p o Þp un and the other K blocks correspond to p o p un . Although the number of blocks in the model changes to 2 K due to contamination, the number of classes in the vertex classification problem remains K. As p o ! 1, the number of contaminated vertices approaches n, indicating that the majority of the edges are sampled from the contamination source 0 KÂK ; as a result, the adjacency matrix A becomes sparser and sparser.
Note that our occlusion scenario randomly selects the vertices; and conditioned on selecting the contaminated vertices, the edges between these vertices are missing deterministically. Therefore the edges are not missing completely at random in this occlusion contamination procedure.
Contamination II: The Linkage Reversion Model
Let p l 2 ½0; 1 denote the linkage reversion rate. We randomly select ð100p l Þ percent vertices out of the n vertices and reverse the connectivity among all the selected vertices. The probability of connectivity between the contaminated vertices and the uncontaminated vertices remains the same as in G un . The linkage reversion contamination can be formulated as a stochastic blockmodel G rev with the following parameters:
The matrix J KÂK 2 R KÂK is the matrix of all ones. Denote the communication probability matrix of G rev by P rev . If rankðB un Þ ¼ d, then it almost always holds that d þ 1 rankðB rev Þ ¼ rankðP rev Þ 2d, since the block matrix J KÂK À B un has rank at most d. The number of blocks in the contaminated model also increases to 2 K, similar to the occlusion model. As p l ! 1, we recover the complement of SBMð½n; B un ; p un Þ-that is, SBMð½n; J KÂK À B un ; p un Þ.
The Contamination Effect
When the stochastic blockmodels are contaminated by the above two procedures, the model parameters and the model dimension are changed. Suppose both the original model dimension d and the contamination information are known, then we can use the contaminated model dimension d occ ¼ 2d or d rev 2 ½d þ 1; 2d for embedding, so that ASE d occ and ASE drev followed by 1NN and LDA are asymptotically Bayes optimal. However, if we only know the contamination but not the model dimension, then adjacency spectral embedding will require the estimation of an embedding dimension; and if we know d but not the contamination, we usually consider d as the default embedding dimension. In either case, the embedding dimension used may not be the best choice for adjacency spectral embedding and subsequent classification. Figs. 2 and 3 provide two examples of the scree plots obtained from the contaminated adjacency matrices A occ and A rev , for which the original model dimension is d ¼ 2.
Using d ¼ 2 is clearly not the best choice in the contaminated data; and if we decide to estimate d, this remains a very challenging task, despite various procedures and criteria for dimension selection [28] . Here we use a principled automatic dimension selection procedure using the profile likelihood by [29] , to estimate the embedding dimension based on the scree plot.
However, in the setting of Figs. 2 and 3, Monte Carlo investigation yieldsd ¼ 2 every time as the elbow (500 times out of 500 Monte Carlo replicates), using the full spectrum or a partial spectrum of the largest 22 eigenvalues in magnitude respectively. The second elbow selected by [29] concentrates around 80 and 11 using the full spectrum and the partial spectrum respectively. Even thoughd ¼ 3; 4 are better for classification purpose in these two contaminated graphs, they are not selected by the dimension selection method of [29] . Notwithstanding the results in [3] and [2] , we cannot be guaranteed to successfully choose the embedding dimension in practice. Consequently, the performance of ASE method and subsequent classification will suffer. Figs. 4 and 5 demonstrate that, as the contamination proportions p o and p l increase, latent positions change as reflected in the estimated latent positionsẐd ¼2 plots, for which the profile likelihood method always yieldd ¼ 2 for the contaminated data. In particular, as the occlusion rate p o increases, more vertices from different classes are embedded close together.
Furthermore, vertex classification on the contaminated Zd using 1NN or LDA will degrade in performance, as illustrated later in the simulation and Fig. 7 . Indeed, the model dimension critically determines the success of vertex classification based on the ASE procedures, whereas in practice, the model dimension is usually unknown. This motivates us to seek a robust vertex classifier which does not heavily depend on the model selection and still attains good performance.
THE SPARSE REPRESENTATION CLASSIFIER FOR VERTEX CLASSIFICATION
In this section, we propose to use the sparse representation classifier for robust vertex classification. Instead of employing adjacency spectral embedding and applying subsequent classifiers onẐd, we recover a sparse representation of the test vertex with respect to the vertices in the training set, and use the recovered sparse representation coefficients to classify the test vertex. For the purpose of algorithm presentation, in this section we slightly abuse the notation to denote A as the adjacency matrix on the training vertices fv 1 ; . . . ; v n g with known labels Y i 2 ½K, and denote f as the adjacency column with respect to the testing vertex v with an unknown label Y ; note that this is almost equivalent to let A be the adjacency matrix for fv 1 ; . . . ; v n ; vg as in previous sections, then split the first n columns for training and the last column for testing, except the last row is not used. Now suppose there are n k training vertices in each class k, so that n ¼ P k2½K n k . Let a k;1 ; . . . ; a k;n k denote the columns in A corresponding to the n k training vertices in class k. Define a matrix D k ¼ ½d k;1 ; . . . ; d k;n k 2 R nÂn k , where each column d k;j ¼ a k;j ka k;j k 2 for 1 j n k ; then we concatenate D 1 ; . . . ; D K such that D :¼ ½D 1 ; . . . ; D K 2 R nÂn . Namely the matrix D re-arranges the columns of A by classes, and normalize each column to have '2 unit norm.
Also normalize f to unit norm. Then SRC is applied to D and f directly, by first solving the '1-minimization problem arg minkbk 1 subject to f ¼ Db þ ;
followed by subsequent classification on the sparse representation b. This procedure does not require spectral embedding of the adjacency matrix, and is originally used by [5] to do robust face recognition. In Section 4.1 we show the algorithmic and implementation details, and argue why SRC is applicable for graphs; then a consistency result of SRC for the stochastic blockmodel is proved, followed by relevant discussions in Section 4.2.
The Algorithm
The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. The only computational costly step in Algorithm 1 is '1 minimization. Many algorithms, such as '1 homotopy [30] , augmented Lagrangian multiplier [31] , orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [32] , etc., are developed to solve '1 minimization. In this paper, we use orthogonal matching pursuit to solve Equation (7), which is a fast approximation of exact '1 minimization; details of various '1 minimization and OMP are available in [7] , [30] , [31] , and [33] .
Algorithm 1. Robust Vertex Classification
Goal: Classify the vertex v whose unknown label is Y . Input: Adjacency matrix A 2 f0; 1g ðnÞÂðnÞ from the training vertices fv 1 ; . . . ; v n g, where each column a i contains the adjacency column of ith vertex to all other training vertices, and all vertices are associated with observed labels Y i 2 ½K. Let f 2 f0; 1g n be the testing vertex containing its connectivity to all training data. Usually there is a model selection parameter for stopping '1 minimization, namely the noise threshold in Equation (7), or equivalently designate a sparsity level s so that kbk 0 s. As is difficult to determine for real data, in this paper we choose to set s rather than : this allows us to better compare the vertex classification performance through-out different sparsity levels, and we will argue that SRC is robust against s in the next section and also the numerical experiments. Note that the constraint in Equation (7) can be replaced by f ¼ Db in a noiseless setting, but usually some parameters like or s is required to achieve a parsimonious model, when dealing with high-dimensional or noisy data.
Although the SRC algorithm can always be used for supervised learning, it does not always perform well for arbitrary data sets; and it is necessary to understand why SRC is applicable to graphs. In [5] , it is argued that the face images of different classes lie on different subspaces, so that '1 minimization is able to select training data of the correct class (i.e., the true but unknown class of the testing observation). Based on this subspace assumption, [34] derives a theoretical condition for '1 minimization to do perfect variable selection in sparse representation, i.e., all selected training data are from the correct class. This validates that sparse representation is a valuable tool with '1 minimization under the subspace assumption. However, the subspace assumption requires an intrinsic low-dimensional structure for each class, which may not be satisfied for high-dimensional real data such as the adjacency matrix.
Furthermore, the motivation behind the popularity of '1 minimization is its equivalence to '0 minimization under certain conditions, such as the incoherence condition or restricted isometry property, see [35] , [36] , [37] , [38] , [39] , [40] . But those conditions are often violated in the SRC framework, because the sample training data are usually correlated; and SRC does not necessarily need a unique or most sparse b in order to do correct classification. As long as the sparse representation b assigns dominating coefficients to data of the correct class, SRC can classify correctly.
Shen et al. [7] proves SRC performance guarantee under a principal angle condition, which is similar to the condition in [34] , but does not rely on the subspace assumption and does not require a unique and most sparse solution. The condition is easy to check for a given model and intuitive to understand: as long as the within-class principal angle is smaller than the between-class principal angle, '1 minimization and OMP are able to assign dominating regression coefficients to training data of the correct class, so that SRC can perform well. Based on this direction, in the next section we derive a condition on the stochastic blockmodels so that the principal angle condition is satisfied, consequently achieving SRC consistency for SBM.
SRC Consistency for SBM
Here we prove a consistency theorem for sparse representation classifier for vertex classification on the stochastic blockmodel, which provides theoretical performance guarantees of our proposed robust vertex classification. All proofs are put into the supplementary material, available online.
For this section only, we first define for each q ¼ 1; . . . K,
where Y is the class label, 1 fY ¼kg is a Bernoulli random variable with probability p k , and B kq corresponds to the entry of the probability matrix B generating SBM. Note that fQ q g and all their moments only depend on the prior probability p and the block probability B.
Next we define the un-centered correlation as
for each 1 q 6 ¼ r K. Clearly 0 r qr ¼ r rq 1.
Our first lemma proves a necessary and sufficient condition on the SBM parameters for adjacency columns of the same class to be asymptotically most correlated. Lemma 1. Under the stochastic blockmodel, for an adjacency column of class q, its asymptotic most correlated column is of the same class q, if and only if the prior probability p and the block probability matrix B satisfy the following inequality:
for all r 6 ¼ q.
When Lemma 1 holds for all q, it in fact guarantees that SRC at s ¼ 1 (or equivalently 1-nearest-neighbor based on principal angle) is a consistent classifier for the stochastic blockmodel. To prove SRC consistency at any s, we need a second lemma. Lemma 2. Denote A ðsÞ as an s Â n random matrix consisting of s adjacency columns, and denote C as a scalar vector of length s. Suppose Equation (9) holds for the stochastic blockmodel. Then for any adjacency column a of class q, its within-class correlation (i.e., the correlation between a and another adjacency column of class q) is asymptotically larger than the correlation between a and C Á A ðsÞ , for any A ðsÞ whose columns are not from class q and any vector C with non-negative entries.
The above holds for any s ! 1.
The above two lemmas essentially establish the principal angle condition in [7] . They can guarantee that b assigns dominating coefficients to training data of the correct class, which leads to SRC consistency for SBM. Theorem 1. Suppose Equation (9) holds for the corresponding stochastic blockmodel for all q 2 ½1; . . . ; K, and the sparse representation b is constrained to be non-negative. Then SRC is a consistent classifier for vertex classification of SBM, with L n ! 0 as n ! 0. This holds for SRC implemented by either exact '1 minimization or orthogonal matching pursuit at any s ! 1.
Let us make some remarks regarding the theorem and its implication. First, if the block columns are very close in their '1 and '2 norms in the measure space with respect to p (i.e., EðQ r Þ EðQqÞ % EðQ 2 r Þ EðQ 2 q Þ ), then the theorem is very likely to hold for all r qr < 1 and SRC is expected to perform well; if not, the block columns cannot be too highly correlated in order for the inequality to hold and for SRC to work; and if block r is a scalar multiple of block q, the condition always fails and SRC cannot separate those two classes. In any case, if the adjacency matrix can be modeled by SBM, then it is very easy to estimate the model parameters and check Equation (9) .
Second, even though Equation (9) is only sufficient and not necessary for SBM consistency at s > 1, it is often the case that SRC is no longer consistent when Equation (9) is violated. Because when Equation (9) is violated for some r, the adjacency column of class q is asymptotically most correlated with a column from class r, which usually causes SRC to misbehave.
Thirdly, the theorem requires the sparse representation to be non-negative, which can be easily achieved in '1 minimization; and [41] , [42] , [43] show that eliminating the negative entries of b has very nice theoretical properties in non-negative OMP and non-negative least square. Even though we do not explicitly use non-negative '1 minimization or bound the coefficients, in our numerical experiments the negative entries of b are almost never large, and L n clearly converges to 0 for the SBM simulation in the numerical section.
Fourthly, since the consistency result holds for SRC at any s ! 1, we expect SRC to be robust in the choice of s, compared to the model selection ofd for ASE procedures. This is demonstrated empirically in Section 5. In particular, the two contamination scenarios essentially double the number of blocks comparing to the uncontaminated SBM; this causes the classification error of ASE to be no longer consistent unless the embedding dimension d is adjusted accordingly, but SRC may remain consistent as long as the contaminated blocks still satisfy Equation (9) .
Lastly, we should note that even though the consistency results hold at any s ! 1, in most experiments moderate s helps the finite-sample performance comparing to s ¼ 1 or large s: One explanation is that the classifier itself is designed to favor a more parsimonious model as argued in [5] . Another explanation based on the consistency proof of [7] , is that the sub-matrix of D corresponding to the nonzero entries of b should be full rank; this is always true when using '1 minimization and OMP, but large s may make the sub-matrix close to rank deficient (i.e., having singular values close to zero). Indeed in the numerical section, we will see that as long as the sparsity level s is not too large relative to the sample size n, SRC can perform well; in addition, choosing smaller sparsity level has less computational cost.
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
If the true model dimension is unknown, ASEd may not be consistent. In particular, when contamination results in a changed model dimension, or the model dimension cannot be correctly estimated, the performance of subsequent classifiers may suffer. We consider a classifier robust if it can maintain relatively low misclassification rate under data contamination. Our sparse representation classifier for vertex classification does not rely on the knowledge of the model dimension, is robust to the choices of sparsity level s, and achieves consistency with respect to all sparsity levels.
Throughout this section, we use the orthogonal matching pursuit to solve the '1 minimization. In the following experiments, SRC s denotes the performance of SRC with varying sparsity levels s, and SRC 5 means s ¼ 5 by default. We use leave-one-out cross validation to estimate the classification error. The standard errors are small compared to the differences in performance. Our simulation experiments and real data analysis demonstrate that SRC for vertex classification performs well under varying sparsity levels, possesses higher robustness to contamination than 1NNASEd and LDAASEd, and is an excellent tool for real data inference.
Simulation
We compare the robustness of SRC with two vertex classifiers: 1NNASEd and LDAASEd, both of which achieve the asymptotic Bayes error whend ¼ d with no contamination, andd ¼ d occ or d rev in the contamination model.
No Contamination
We simulate the probability matrix for an uncontaminated stochastic blockmodel G un with K ¼ 2 blocks (Y 2 f1; 2g) and parameters 
The SBM parameters in Equation (10) in fact satisfies the theoretical condition in Equation (9), so we expect SRC to perform well in this case. We first assess the performance of all classifiers in the uncontaminated model, assuming the true model dimension d ¼ 2 is known. As seen in the left plot of Fig. 6 , LDAASE d¼2 performs the best for all n 2 f30; 40; . . . ; 120g. In this ideal setting, SRC does not outperform 1NNASE d¼2 or LDAASE d¼2 , but all classifiers converge to 0 error as n increases, as expected based on our theoretical derivation.
Then we fix the number of vertices n ¼ 110 and vary the sparsity level s and embedding dimensiond. The right plot of Fig. 6 exhibits the three classifiers' performance. SRC s performs well throughout s, so does LDAASEd except at d ¼ 1, while 1NNASEd degrades significantly with increasingd ord ¼ 1.
Under Contamination
Now we assess the robustness of SRC, 1NNASEd and LDAASEd under contamination using the same parameter setting as Equation (10) . If the model dimension d ¼ 2 is known and the exact contamination is known, thend ¼ 4 is best for subsequent classification of the contaminated data; otherwised will be set to 2, either due to not knowing the contamination or due to estimatingd by the profile likelihood procedure in [29] , as seen in Figs. 2 and 3 . Fig. 7 presents the misclassification error of SRC, 1NNASEd and LDAASEd under occlusion contamination, linkage reversion contamination, and a mixed combination of both contamination, for increasing contamination rate at s ¼ 5 andd ¼ 2; 4 respectively. The x-axis stands for the contamination rate, while the y-axis stands for the classification error. In case of occlusion, all classifiers degrade as the contamination rate increases, due to less density in the graph. And in case of linkage reversion, all classifiers degrade first due to a weaker block signal, and then improve when the contamination rate increases above 0:95, because the reversed block signal becomes stronger. The last panel of Fig. 7 corresponds to mix contamination, which is done as follows: we randomly select 100p o percent vertices and occlude their connectivity at first, then randomly select 100p l percent vertices (some may have already been occluded) and reverse their connectivity. In this scenario, the degradation in classification performance comes from both occlusion and linkage reversion contamination, and we always set p o ¼ p l in mix contamination.
For both occlusion and linkage reversion, LDAASE d¼4 is the best classifier, followed by 1NNASE d¼4 . SRC is slightly inferior, but is significantly better than LDAASEd ¼2 and 1NNASEd ¼2 . For the mixed contamination, SRC and 1NNASE d¼4 are the best classifiers, which perform much better than the others. This indicates that SRC is robust against the contamination, while subsequent classification after spectral embedding may suffer from model dimension misspecification and data contamination.
Note that SRC also has a model selection parameter, namely the sparsity level s. Thus in Fig. 8 we plot SRC error with respect to the sparsity level s 2 ½1; . . . ; 20, as well as . . . ; 20 at a fixed contamination rate. The panels in Fig. 8 from left to right correspond to occlusion with p o ¼ 0:9, occlusion with p o ¼ 0:6, linkage reversion with p l ¼ 0:7, and mix contamination with p o ¼ p l ¼ 0:6. Furthermore, because we have fixed the number of nearest neighbor to be 1 so far, the first plot in Fig. 8 is used to show that varying the number of nearest-neighbor does not help kNNASEd ¼2 for k 2 ½1; . . . ; 20. All plots in Fig. 8 show that SRC is stable with respect to the sparsity level s, while ASE methods are less robust with respect to the dimension choice.
Real Data Experiments
We apply SRC to several real datasets. We binarize, symmetrize the adjacency matrix and set the diagonals to be zero. We followed [44] and [45] , which suggest imputing the diagonal of the adjacency matrix to improve performance. We vary the embedding dimensiond for 1NNASEd and LDAASEd, and the sparsity level s for SRC s .
C.elegans Neural Connectome
We apply SRC to the electric neural connectome of Caenorhabditis elegans (C.elegans) [46] , [47] , [48] . The hermaphrodite C.elegans somatic nervous system has 279 neurons [49] . Those neurons are classified into three classes: motor neurons (42:29) percent, interneurons (29:75) percent and sensory neurons (27:96) percent. The adjacency matrix is seen in the top of Fig. 9 . The graph has density 514 279 2 ð Þ ¼ 1:32%. The objective is to predict the classes of the neurons, and the chance line for this classification task is 57:71 percent. The bottom of Fig. 9 demonstrates the performance of the three classifiers. Both LDAASEd and 1NNASEd improve in performance asd increases to 10, since more signal is included in the embedded space; and asd continues to increase to 100, both classifiers gradually degrade in performance, since more noise is included. The exhibited phenomenon is due to bias-variance trade-off. In comparison, SRC s has stable performance with respect to the sparsity level s 2 ½1; . . . ; 100, which outperforms LDAASEd and 1NNASEd. This demonstrates that SRC is a practical tool in random graph inference.
Adjective and Noun Network
The AdjNoun graph, collected in [50] , is a network containing frequently used adjectives and nouns from the novel "David Copperfield" by Charles Dickens. The vertices are the 60 most frequently used adjectives and 60 most frequently used nouns in the book. The edges are present if any pair of words occur in an adjacent position in the book. The chance error is 48:21 percent. The adjacency matrix of the adjective noun network suggests that the connectivity between nouns and adjectives are more frequent than the connectivities among nouns and the connectivities among adjectives respectively, as seen in the top of Fig. 10 . We apply SRC s , 1NNASEd, and LDAASEd on this dataset, and vary the embedding dimensiond 2 f1; 2; . . . ; 50g and the sparsity level s 2 f1; 2; . . . ; 50g. Performance of the three classifiers is seen in the bottom of Fig. 10 . SRC s again exhibits stable performance with respect to various sparsity level s, comparing to 1NNASEd and LDAASEd. Note that as the number of vertices is only 120, we limit the sparsity level to 50 in this experiment.
Political Blog Sphere
The political blog sphere was collected in February 2005 [51] . The vertices are blogs during the time of the 2004 presidential election, and edges exist if the blogs are linked. The blogs are either liberal or conservative, which sum up to n ¼ 1490 vertices. The top of Fig. 11 demonstrates the adjacency matrix of the blog network, which reflects a strong two-block signal.
The performance of three classifiers is shown in the bottom of Fig. 11 , with varying sparsity level s and dimension choiced up to 100. SRC s has very stable and superior performance with respect to various sparsity level, and always outperforms 1NNASEd and LDAASEd. It is worthwhile to point out that this dataset can be modeled by SBM as shown in [52] ; and the sparsity limit 100 is relatively small comparing to the number of vertices n here, which is the reason why SRC s is very stable up to s ¼ 100.
Political Book Graph
The political book graph contains 105 books about US politics and sold by Amazon.com [50] . The edges exist if any pairs of books were purchased by the same customer. There are 3 class labels on the books: liberal (46.67 percent), neural (40.95 percent) and conservative (12.28 percent). The adjacency matrix of this dataset and the performance of the three classifiers are seen in the top of Fig. 12 .
The bottom of Fig. 12 shows that SRC s is very stable with respect to the sparsity level, and usually better than 1NNASEd and LDAASEd, but the optimal error is achieved by 1NNASEd ¼10 . 
DISCUSSION
Adjacency spectral embedding is a feature extraction approach for latent position graphs. When feature extraction is composed with common classifiers such as nearestneighbor or discriminant analysis, the choice of feature space or embedding dimension is crucial. Given the model dimension d for a stochastic blockmodel, ASE d is consistent and the subsequent vertex classification via 1NNASE d or LDAASE d is asymptotically Bayes optimal. And the success of ASE procedures clearly depends on the knowledge of d, as illustrated in the experiments.
However, in practical settings, the model dimension d is usually unknown, and there may exist data contamination. In this paper, we present a robust vertex classifier via sparse representation for graph data. The sparse representation classifier does not need information of the model dimension, can achieve consistency under a mild condition for SBM parameters, and is robust against the choice of sparsity levels. As seen in the simulation studies using SBM, SRC may not outperform 1NNASE d and LDAASE d when d is known, but does outperform 1NNASEd and LDAASEd whered is chosen using the scree plot of the adjacency matrix. In the real data experiments, most of the time SRC outperforms 1NNASEd and LDAASEd for varyingd, and is very stable with respect to the sparsity level s. The numerical studies strongly indicate that SRC is a valuable tool for random graph inference.
For SRC implementation, we only considered orthogonal matching pursuit to solve the '1 minimization problem. Different implementations of '1 minimization are explored in [7] , and using a different algorithm may yield slightly different classification performance for SRC.
Another interesting question is the effect of normalization, namely the transformation of A into D in Algorithm 1. The normalization effect is usually difficult to quantify; but empirically, we see improvement in SRC performance under '2 normalization, as illustrated in Fig. 13 . Note that the SBM parameters satisfy the condition in Equation (9), so we expect SRC to perform well in the normalized case; furthermore, in the figure SRC error is very close to 0 as n increases, despite the fact that the non-negative constraint is not used in the algorithm (which is used in the consistency proof). Fig. 13 . Examination of SRC performance with or without '2 normalization on columns of D. We compare SRC performance when columns of D are '2 normalized and when columns of D are not '2 normalized. The parameters B and p are given in Eq. (10) with n 2 f10; . . . ; 100g and we run 100 Monte Carlo replicates for each n. We see an improvement in SRC performance when '2 normalization is applied. The Wilcoxon signed rank test reports a p-value less than 0:05 under the the null hypothesis that the error difference SRC error;'2 À SRC error;no '2 comes from a distribution with zero median.
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